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pendence, Missouri. At least he could have utilized the microfilm collection
of the sources of Mormon history in Illinois, 1839-48, at Southern Illinois
University, Edwardsville, which prior to the publication of Flanders's book
consisted of about 75,000 pages of documents, letters, newspapers, periodicals,
theses and dissertations. (It has since grown to 103 rolls and aggregates 83,000
pages.)

Of the seven newspapers published by the Church and its members dur-
ing the Nauvoo period only four are used, and of the nearly 200 non-Mormon
newspapers which have been excerpted and partially indexed by C. A. Snyder,
Brigham Young University, and Dale L. Morgan, only two are used. And
there was no use of the 322 pages of extracts from 35 Illinois, Iowa, and
Missouri newspapers contained in a master's thesis by Snyder. (Snyder's
original compilation of extracts from 57 newspapers is on file at the Illinois
State Historical Society where Flanders did research, but apparently it was
not used.)

While ten unpublished theses and dissertations are listed in the bibliog-
raphy, 17 others, including Don F. Colvin's important study of the Nauvoo
Temple, are not.

Flanders cannot make up his mind whether to treat polygamy as an
off-color story, as a crime, or straightforwardly as a religious experiment
which ran counter to U.S. morals and customs. He certainly can find nothing
good to say about it. On pages 336-337 there is mention of the fact that
Brigham Young and other church leaders were indicted by the U.S. District
Court at Springfield for counterfeiting. The reader is left in doubt whether
Flanders knew that these charges were later dropped on motion of the District
Attorney. On page 99 Flanders makes one of several very critical remarks
about the misuse of the habeas corpus provision of the Nauvoo charter. A
Dr. Thomas L. Barnes is cited as an authority on the subject: "[The Mor-
mons] murdered many of our best citizens, and there was nothing . . . that
they would not steal. . . . The law could not reach them . . . our lives and
property was at the mercy of the worst set of outlaws that ever congregated
together." The reader is not told that the letter was written about 50 years
after the events referred to, or that Barnes was secretary of an anti-Mormon
group in Carthage at the time of the Mormon troubles.

If Flanders's distortions are unintentional and the result of strained ob-
jectivity, and his bibliographic omissions a result of unwise haste to meet
some deadline, I hope he has the opportunity to bring out a revised and
enlarged second edition.

MERGING BUSINESS AND RELIGION
Joseph H. Jeppson

Joseph H. Jeppson, a member of the L.D.S. Church who has been a lawyer
and business entrepeneur and now teaches history, analyzes in this essay some
historical roots and present-day manifestations of the tendency to confuse busi-
ness and religious ideals and ethics.

Last year four of my Utah relatives, friends, or acquaintances committed
suicide. Three of them had once lived within a mile of one another on the
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"East Bench" of Salt Lake City. I think I could classify all four as "business-
men." All were Mormons, faithful in their church duties.

When I lived in Utah I was a businessman myself — thrilling to the
exhilaration I derived from setting sales record, beating competitors, and
developing the character of my salesmen. I lived in a 3700 square foot home
on the "Bench" among neighbors who either were wealthy, or who endured
considerable hardships to keep up the pretense. And I contend that it was
acquisitiveness in this atmosphere, in part, that drove my friends to suicide.
Furthermore, I believe that acquisitiveness among Mormons is often linked to
our religion, not because the religion intends it to be so, but because we
individually (and usually unconsciously, link our business thoughts to Mor-
monism. Those who do this have two religions, and cannot tell them apart.

American Money - Success Philosophy

Money-success philosophy is a popular American system of thought. Its
present posture finds its clearest roots in the industrial revolution which
transformed America (and most of the world) between the Civil War and
World War I. It is grounded in the attitudes of big businessmen who amassed
fortunes at a dizzy pace during the "Gilded Age." It emerged out of their
optimism and was fossilized by their fears — optimism over "empire-building,"
fears of their enemies, who were the "respectable" old-line family business-
men who were passed up and who resented their loss of status. The respec-
tables enlisted the aid of the government to "level" the tycoons, who had
previously used the government to help them squeeze out their competitors,
some of whom, of course, turned out to be the "respectable." Before the
respectables (called "Progressives," turned the tables on the tycoons, the latter
group had developed philosophies to justify their activities. These notions
are known to us as "social Darwinism" and "self-help." Social Darwinism
held that the fittest survive (by the will of God) in business as well as in
nature. The ultimate extension of the notion that God wills that the fit
survive and that the unfit do not survive was the proposition that one ought
not to feed beggars on the street on the theory that such activity would pro-
mote their indolence and would also postpone what God had in mind for
them (ie., that they starve to death and be eliminated as unfit members of
human race).

The philosophy of "self-help" or "positive thinking," held that men's
wills, sometimes in mystical ways, could lead them to riches. Success comes
in "cans" (e.g. "I think I can, I think I can"); and success is the result of
"service." The way to determine whether or not one has been of "service"
is to discover if his activity enriched him. "Believe and succeed" was the
motto, meaning that if one believed he was rich, he was, for money flows
automatically from the maintaining of "successful attitudes"; money and
fame are mere "by-products" of success, and success is anchored in "positive
thinking." "God helps him who helps himself," said Benjamin Franklin in
a world of emerging Deism, and the "self-help" men of the late nineteenth
century extended the notion to imply that the wealthy were those whom God
favored. The theory, at this point, is almost the same as social Darwinism:
Wealth is taken to be a sign of virtue and God's grace and poverty to be a
sign of evil or indolence and of God's rejection.
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Positive thinkers were parishioners of the Puritan "gospel of hard work."
Hard work might be mental work, of course, and the self-help people per-
suaded themselves that their mental work, including their "scheming," was
not only hard work, but holy. The wealthy at the turn of the century sup-
ported preachers like Henry Ward Beecher (author of the best seller How
to Succeed) who told them that they were God's elect. John D. Rockefeller
justified his cut-throat business tactics to his Sunday-school class by explain-
ing that the American beauty rose blooms most gloriously when the young
buds around it are plucked. Laissez faire was not a part of his philosophy,
for the thing he least endorsed was free competition. Laissez faire became the
cry of the tycoon type only when Progressives turned the government into
a "policeman and judge" instead of an expediter of inequality.

Someone finally noticed that the workingmen in the cities had stopped
attending church services. In the 1890's, sixty per cent of the church attenders
in Pittsburgh were drawn from the top ten per cent of income earners. A.F.
of L. founder Samuel Gompers commented that his workers considered
preachers to be apologists for the rich. It was in response to this situation
that a counter-philosophy developed, which is known to us as the "social
gospel," holding that Jesus cannot be worshipped properly by people who
are too poor, because their concerns are turned more naturally toward their
staying alive than toward Him. The Salvation Army was brought from
England to minister to the poor. Churches caught the spirit and incorpo-
rated "social" programs. One minister was asked whether or not he liked the
Salvation Army, to which he replied, "I don't, but I think God does." Many
businessmen contributed to the new movements in hopes that if the working-
men were made to go to church on Sundays, they might be less prone to go
on strike during the week.

But the ultimate result was that as the churches came to concern them-
selves more with this world than the next, their members sought more and
more temporal reforms. The "social gospel" spilled over into economic and
political arenas. Progressives rose up to harness the government to the task
of fighting big business. And when government was used against them rather
than for them, the descendants of the "robber barons" set up the cry of
laissez faire, narrowed to mean "leave us alone." Big businessmen intensified
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their self-help philosophies to defend against on-rushing socialism. Because
the "social gospel" and "socialism" spanned the worlds of religion and politics,
the businessman, in reaction, made his self-help ideas cover the same ground.
The ultimate equation was made in a 1924 life of Jesus Christ, written by
the New York Life Insurance Company's Bruce Barton — The Man Nobody
Knows. In his preface, Barton said that Jesus was the "founder of modern
business," who "picked twelve men from the bottom ranks of business and
forged them into an organization that conquered the world."

Max Weber's famous thesis is that John Calvin was, to some extent, re-
sponsible for accelerating the rise of capitalism because he told men that
their callings (specifically extended to include vocations) were appointed
to them by God, who expected all men to glorify Him by working devotedly
at their daily tasks. This "gospel of hard work," not consciously appreciated
in a religious sense by most tycoons, was clearly invoked by Barton, who cher-
ished the connection:

Great progress will be made in the world when we rid ourselves of
the idea that there is a difference between work and religious work.
We have been taught that a man's daily business activities are selfish,
and that only the time which he devotes to church meetings and social
service activities is consecrated. Ask any ten people what Jesus meant
by his "Father's business," and nine of them will answer "preaching."
To interpret the words in this narrow sense is to lose the real sig-
nificance of his life. It was not to preach that he came into the world;
nor to teach; nor to heal. These are all departments of his Father's
business, but the business itself is far larger, more inclusive. For if
human life has any significance it is this — that God has set going here
an experiment to which all His resources are committed. He seeks to
develop perfect human beings, superior to circumstance, victorious
over Fate. No single kind of human talent or effort can be spared if
the experiment is to succeed. The race must be fed and clothed and
housed and transported, as well as preached to, and taught and healed.
Thus all business is his Father's business. All work is worship; all
useful service prayer. And whoever works wholeheartedly at any
worthy calling is a co-worker with the Almighty in the great enterprise
which He has initiated but which He can never finish without the
help of men. (pp. 179-180)

Merger with Mormonism
Some L.D.S. businessmen link the money-success pattern to church doc-

trine by reducing Mormon concepts such as free agency, recompense for
paying tithing, the law of consecration, and eternal progression to some kind
of related business meanings. They accept the gospel of the money-success
cult without realizing that these notions and Mormonism came in from dif-
ferent directions. Some businessmen within the Church fancy that they have
been led to such beliefs by the scriptures rather than by the conditioning of
their society. For instance, they believe that "eternal progress" consists essen-
tially of learning "leadership" skills in this life which can be utilized in the
next. Knowing how to run a ship-shape used car lot should train men to
organize galaxies as Gods. These businessmen superimpose their own worldly
"heaven" upon the one revealed by their God.
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Many Mormon businessmen have come to believe that laissez faire means
the same thing as "free agency," an important L.D.S. concept dating from
Jacksonian days, which emphasizes the eternally redemptive value of indi-
vidual freedom of choice. They tell themselves that if God had wanted a
government-regulated program, He would have accepted Satan's blue-print
for a regimented world and salvation. What they fail to see is that the regu-
lation of groups (in this case, "big business") is in many cases a way to pro-
tect the freedom of opportunity of individuals and smaller or weaker groups.

Tithing is too often totally related to money. It is true that Malachi
3:10-11 says that if a man pays his tithes, "the Lord of hosts . . . will . . . open
. . . the windows of heaven and pour . . . out a blessing, that there will not
be room enough to receive it." Could it be that the blessing might be a house
full of love or a bounty of wisdom?

The "law of consecration" originally meant that men should consecrate
themselves and their properties to the Lord. When the United Order failed
in the nineteenth century, the Church adopted the "law of tithing" as a
"schoolmaster" for the higher law (of consecration). Mormons are asked to
stand ready to return to the living of the law of consecration (giving all they
have to the purposes of God) when called upon to do so. Presently only the
Apostles are occasionally called to "give all their goods to feed the poor and
come and follow me." In the Catholic Church, monk's salve the community
conscience because they volunteer to live the "higher laws"; and in the L.D.S.
community, the Apostles may inadvertantly do the same thing.

But some businessmen go further, and make the law of consecration into
something it was not intended to be. They make of it a divinely ordained
savings plan. The idea is to save one's money, keeping it in readiness to give
to God when He calls for it. But God did not ask men to be ready to give;
He asked that they be ready to live the law. This equation of the law with
saving seldom results in backdating the call to live the law. Rather it results
in a man's justifying his not giving alms to beggars on the pretext that he is
saving his money for God. He doesn't feel that it is proper to be "generous
with someone else's money." He wants to do good only when "called" to do
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it. Besides, to give hand-outs to beggars denies beggars an opportunity to
build their "characters" and to develop their "leadership" traits. Yet the
Book of Mormon teaches a different ethic:

Perhaps thou shalt say: The man has brought upon himself his
misery; therefore I will stay my hand, and will not give unto him of
my food, nor impart unto him of my substance that he may not suffer,
for his punishments are just. But I say unto you, O man, whosoever
doeth this the same hath great cause to repent; and except he repenteth
of that which he hath done he perisheth forever, and hath no interest
in the kingdom of God. (Mosiah 4:17-18)
Think of your brethren like unto yourselves, and be familiar with
all and free with your substance that they may be rich like unto you.
But before ye seek for riches, seek ye for the kingdom of God. And
after ye have obtained a hope in Christ ye shall attain riches, if ye
seek them; and ye will seek them for the intent to do good — to clothe
the naked, and to feed the hungry, and to liberate the captive, and
administer relief to the sick and the afflicted. (Jacob 2:17-19)
Indeed if there is a theme about riches which runs throughout the Book

of Mormon, it is that there is a tendency for riches to turn men's hearts away
from God. And few readers of the Bible would naturally conclude that
wealth was a sign of virtue or grace, for too many wicked kings were rich,
and too many holy prophets were poor.

Dangers of the Merger

It is not wicked to be wealthy, but it is easy to covet riches. It is not evil
to rule, but it is tempting to worship power. It is not difficult to persuade
oneself that the worship of riches and of power is really the worship of God
or of things holy. In the L.D.S. Church, where the great majority of Ward
leaders (and higher) are both lay preachers and businessmen, it is too easy
for such leaders to pass off their weekday philosophies as Sunday fare and
their success philosophy as "true religion."

I know for a fact that many men find happiness pursuing the business
ethic. But not all men. A few poor souls are crushed by the business-religion
merger. Their business philosophies cease to be tempered and made more
merciful by their Mormon beliefs. Instead, their Mormon beliefs become
eclipsed by their business philosophies. Those who get hurt are often men
who have strong needs to overcome their natural anxieties about meaning-
lessness. They believe that life should have meaning and purpose because
they were reared to believe that it should and does. A few of them seize
upon the business religion as the doctrine which will save them. They inter-
nalize it. They look to it to shield them from their anxieties. But too often,
when the chips are down, it fails to support them. Their business friends in
the Church, who have become their creditors, may be more apt to foreclose
on them or to sue them at law than to render positive assistance or to forbear.
Their business ethic of claiming what is justly due them has been given power-
ful sanction by its merger with religion. Indeed, it has become an idolatrous
religion that blinds them to the true religion of meekness and forgiveness and
mutual aid.
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When affluence and friends have deserted them, they next look to God
for relief. When no relief in the form of financial help or steadfast friends
comes, they either believe that there is no God (and life is meaningless) or
that there is a God who has chosen to withhold his blessings from them.
They know that God punishes people who take their own lives, but they are
numb to the threat, for they see their unhappy financial situation and the
withdrawal of friendships as evidence that God has condemned them already.

God's favor is not to be perceived in the rise and fall of the stock market.
It is to be seen in the selfless acts which men with prosperity of soul render
to one another. The influence of the Lord is to be seen in men's kindnesses
to other men. It is to be seen in their brotherly love, not in their acquisitive-
ness and "success." The spirit of God unfolds in the opening of a human
heart, not in the building of a success-oriented "character" which will pass
muster either at the Rotary or at the Pearly Gates. All too often that kind
of "character" is merely another name for an unyielding posture that makes
it easy for men to be self-righteous, unforgiving, and fatalistic.

On the other hand, there are a number of Mormon businessmen who are
at once generous, happy, and affluent. In their humility they thank God for
their opportunities. But they do not link him to their reverses. Deep down
they know that their business philosophies are systems of entertaining them-
selves, not saving themselves. They reserve for true religion their serious and
ultimate considerations of life here and hereafter; they part with their ac-
cumulations graciously; and they give of themselves in the same spirit.
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